Software test metric is a quantitative analysis in the software test processes. This paper introduces the method that applies fuzzy logic in software test metric, making software test metric more accurate and efficient. This method can increase liability and accuracy in software test and it is regarded as a practical software metric test.
FUZZY LOGIC IN SOFTWARE TESTING METRIC
Software testing metric based on fussy reasoning, applies fuzzy weight allocation algorithm to deal with the relationship between software quality characteristics.
Determination of Testing Item (Level) Fuzzy Set
In the fuzzy theory, to compare similarities of fuzzy sets relating to variable i C in two testing items m P , n P , these two fussy sets must contain member functions of the two variables ) ( 
represents similarities between testing items m P , n P and number K fuzzy set that relates to linguistic variable j C : In software engineering practice, for ease of calculation, the weight vector is expressed as W = (w 1, w 2… w n), Where k W is the weight value of the evaluation element k,and
Features and Applicable Conditions of the Method
Fuzzy logic is introduced to represent the fuzzy and uncertain interrelations between test cases and quality characteristics, which brings a more reasonable representation for the imprecise and uncertain interrelations between components in test cases. This method can effectively measure and evaluate the quality and effectiveness of the test project. Considering that the type of software has significant effect on the experimental measurement, this method is applicable to the general software type.
APPLICATION SAMPLE
An example is given to illustrate the application of multi-software test quality. To obtain the results, it is assumed that the "functional" is evaluated as indicator of software quality. The steps of software quality test are:(1) determining the "functional" indicators as A =
a , 5 a )= ("reliable", "maintenance", "right", "use", "functional", "compliance"). (2) The values of each row in the hierarchy represent the membership value of each the secondary rating levels for the "Functional" indicator. For example, the values of the third row of the matrix indicate that the correctness indicator belongs to the Alevel value of 40%, the subordinate B-level value is 45%, the subordinate C-level value is 10%, and the subordinate D-level value is 5% respectively. Within the result of the operation in the vector D, the value of d 2 component is the maximum value, there fire it can be determined that the evaluation value of the "functional" indicator is the emphasis level B, that is, the evaluation result of the evaluation is good, and the membership value is 50%. This result is consistent with the reasonable results of the experts' qualitative assessment, the results obtained from this experiment are more persuasive be data and supported by fuzzy set theory.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper promotes the fuzzy logic test metric significantly, improving effectiveness of software test and meanwhile reducing cost. Its application fulfills the characteristics of fuzzy logic and development of software engineering, and solves the problems of easy quality and uneasy quantity in test matric and evaluation efficiently. Thus, it improves the accuracy and reliability of quality estimation for software test.
